## Commercial and Industrial Hose & Vacuum Attachments

### Commercial Hose
- Spiral-Wound Strip Hose
- Wire-Supported Plastic Helix Supported All Plastic Stretch Hose

### Industrial Hose
- Neoprene Neoprene with Static Wire
- Plastic Helix Supported Plastic Helix Supported with Static Wire
- StatPath™ Static Conductive All-Plastic Hose

### Commercial Floor Care
- Carpet Tools
- Squeegee Tools
- Floor Brushes
- Specialty Tools
- Light Commercial Friction Fit Complete Kits

### Industrial Cleaning Accessories
- Carpet Tools
- Squeegee Tools
- Floor Brushes
- Specialty Tools
- Complete Kits

### Wands and Extensions
- Telescopic 1 & 2 piece Aluminum 1 & 2 piece Chrome Steel Plastic Friction Fit Extensions

### Connectors and Adapters
- Hose Connectors
- Hose Adapters
- Inlet Valves
- Inlet Adapters
- Shop Vac Accessories Hose Cuffs Reducer and Enlarger Cuffs

### Attachments
- Crevice Tools
- Dust Brushes
- Specialty Tools
- Upholstery Tools
- Reducers and Enlargers Utility Tools

### Motors
- Single Stage Thru-Flow
- Two Stage Thru-Flow
- Single Stage By-Pass
- Two Stage By-Pass
- Three Stage By-Pass
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